December 17, 2008
GeoSurfaces
Charles Dawson
17827 N. Achord Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70817
Mr. Dawson,
We recently completed our third season on our GeoSurfaces field. It is absolutely phenomenal and we
could not be happier with the products.
It has come to our attention that companies within the field surfacing industry have made false or
misleading comments about the GeoSurfaces field installed at Indian Stadium and the capabilities of the
GeoFlo dynamic drainage blanket.
I am writing to assure anyone that asks that this field functions as designed and we have NEVER had any
issues concerning the drainage evacuation capabilities of this system. As a matter of fact, when rain hits
campus, our stadium field is the only surface that can be used without incident. As you know, our stadium
sits in a deep bowl and collects a tremendous amount of water from surrounding lots as well as the
40,000+ seat stadium. If any company or any individual states that we have experienced any negative
issues with our GeoSurfaces field or GeoFlo drainage system they are being dishonest.
In addition, we have played on multiple fields in the Sun Belt Conference. The GeoSurfaces field is the
only surface we have seen anywhere that has no visible infill and no flyout. This is a tremendous
advantage for our players. We never have to worry about slipping on unstable infill or our players getting
sand or rubber in their eyes. We have also noticed the surface temperatures are considerably lower on our
field during day games than any other field we play on.
Arkansas State University is very happy with the selection we made and believe we have a superior
technology both on the surface and in the drainage design. The difference in our field and all others we
have seen make it quite obvious that we made the right choice in selecting the GeoSurfaces field. If
anyone has questions or concerns, please have them contact me directly at 870.897.0380.
Sincerely,

Randy Knowles
Assistant Athletic Director
Game Management/Facilities

